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 HAROLD HODES

 INDIVIDUAL-ACTUALISM AND THREE-VALU.ED

 MODAL LOGICS,

 PART 2: NATURAL-DEDUCTION FORMALIZATIONS

 5. FORMALIZING POSSIBILISTIC LOGICS BASED ON K

 A sequent calculus X may be viewed as a class-function assigning

 each appropriate language L = L, to a simultaneous inductive defini-
 tion of two sets of sequents in L:

 Th X(L) = the theorems of X(L);

 WkTh X(L) = the weak theorems of X(L).

 The base-clauses of this definition shall be called axioms; the induc-
 tive clauses shall be rules. X will be sound relative to a given logic X
 iff for any appropriate L:

 all members of Th X(L) are X-valid;

 all members of WkTh X(L) are weakly X-valid.

 X will be complete relative to X iff for any appropriate L:

 all X-valid sequents of L belong to Th X(L);

 all weakly X-valid sequents of L belong to Wk Th X(L).

 Where X(L) is fixed, use these abbreviations:

 F, A . : (r, A, e Th X(L);

 r, A F" -:(r, A, e Wk Th X(L).

 For r _ A g fml(L), (F, A) is X(L)-inconsistent iff F, A F I; other- wise (F, A) is X(L)-consistent. Where X(L) is fixed, we'll just write

 "consistent" or "inconsistent". Notation: where D _ fml(L), let:

 0D = {O:1 x }; O-'0 = : O~ f};
 define 0o and 0 -'D similarly.

 Journal of Philosophical Logic 16 (1987) 17-63.

 x 1987 by D. Reidel Publishing Company.
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 18 HAROLD HODES

 The sequent calculus K" is formed as follows. For any L = Ly
 the axioms of KP(L) are those among the following which are
 sequents in L:

 (1) {k}, {0} F 4, for a 4 e fml(L);

 (2) { }, {k} F- 4, for 0 as above;
 (3) { },{} F ;
 (4) {u}, {u} I- I; this is unnecessary if 'T', 'u' E lex,;

 (5) {11u}, {Iu} F I;

 (6) {(TO tx)}, {(To 'r1)} I (z ZT) for i < 2;

 (6s) {(T0 o4, 1)}, 0 (To * 1), (r, *x$ 1i)} F(I-( r W 1l-i) for i < 2;

 (7) {(To TO), (, TI)}, ((To TO), (TI T,),
 (To ,)} F ( TI);

 (7,) {(r )}, {(T M, (t:o , ZI)} F (Too ,T),
 where i < 2;

 (8) {(to X t))}, {((To ~' )} F O(To x );
 (8,) as above with ' ,' replacing ' ';

 (8*) as in (8) with '0' replacing '0';

 (8,*) as in (8,) with '0' replacing '0'.

 (9) { }, {(TO T,)} )-" 0(To rTI);
 (9,) as above with ' ,' replacing ' ';

 (9*) as in (9) with '0' replacing 'O';

 (9,*) as in (9,) with '0' replacing '0';

 (10*) {--i0}, ( } F 0(k 2 q), for every q efml(L);
 (I1*) {((4 2 0)}, {o(Q 2 0), 0l} F 04, for every

 0 efml (L).

 The rules of K (L) include all those presented in x2 and x5, of [2],
 namely the following:
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 INDIVIDUAL-ACTUALISM II 19

 Structural rules

 (Thinning) if F F'/; Ac A' and F' E A',

 (Weakening) ( Strengthening),A

 F',IA'" ; r',A'F4;

 (Weakening) (I Strengthening)
 FA w I; F, AFI

 Introduction and Elimination rules:

 (Strong Indirect Proof) F, Au {-i
 r9, Ak

 (Weak Indirect Proof)Fu { , A { }

 (' _' Bivalence)  F,Au{(x}f ; F,Au{@}F;,;

 (Strong '__' Elimination) F, A (4 2 )

 F, A -F

 (Strong 'D' Elimination) As above with 'n' in place of '_';

 (Weak '_' Elimination) F, A F~ (k )

 r, AkFw

 (Weak '=' Elimination) As above with 'z' in place of ':';

 (Strong '_' Introduction) F, A u {/4} -

 F, Au {u} Fo

 r, A A { _ '1);
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 20 HAROLD HODES

 r, A u {(} F (Strong 'z' Introduction)

 r, A F (0: (

 (Weak 'D' Introduction) F, u{0},Au{4}Fw

 r, l AF(0 -_ 0)

 (Weak 'D' Introduction) As above with 'z' in place of '_'.
 ('T' Introduction) , A

 r, A F TO;

 ('T' Elimination) F, A FW TO

 In what follows, we always suppose that z is substitutable for v in x.

 r, A F (3v)4~
 ('3' Bivalence):

 Fu {E(v)}, Au {E(v), q} 1 ;

 (Strong '3' Elimination): F, A (3v)4

 r u {E(v), 4), A u (E(v), 4}

 r, A F
 where v is not free in 0 or in any member of A;

 (Strong '3' Elimination): as above with '3' replacing '3';

 (Weak '3' Elimination): F, A "' (@v)4

 ru {E(v)}, Au (E(v), 4} 1 *,

 F, A FW 01
 with v as above;

 (Weak '3' Elimination): as above with '3' replacing '3'.

 (Strong '3' Introduction): F, A I- (v/,r)

 F, A F E(r)

 ru {E(v)}, A u (E(v), P} F4

 r, (A F v)
 where v is not free in any member of A;
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 INDIVIDUAL-ACTUALISM II 21

 (Strong '3' Introduction): F, A I F(v/z)

 F, A I- E(T)

 r, A F (3v)4;

 (Weak '3' Introduction): F, A Fw" (v/z)

 F, A F E(r)

 17, A Fw (3v)4;

 (Weak '3' Introduction: as above with '3' replacing '3';

 (Strong Congruence): F, A F 4(v/To)

 F9, A F (vr o1)

 r, A F 4(v/l1);

 (Weak Congruence): F, A Fw" (v/-t)

 F, A F (T0 o T)

 F, A FW 4(v/T,)

 Form rules (...'3'_ _ ) and ( . . . '' ) from ( . . . '3' )
 and ( . . . '3' ) by replacing 'E' by 'E,'; form ( ... Congruence,)
 from ( ... Congruence) by replacing '0' by ','.

 In addition, we adopt these rules:

 (Strong '0' Introduction): F, AF 4
 OF, OA, F o ;

 (Weak 'O' Introduction): as above with '-w' replacing 'F';

 (Strong 'o' Introduction): F, A F
 OF, QOA, F o90,

 where all members of A - F are of the form (to zl*T) or (to0 $ t);

 (Weak '0' Introduction): as above with 'F'' replacing 'F'.
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 22 HAROLD HODES

 Consider the following additional axioms:

 (nn) { }, { } F (3v)E(v);

 (nn,) as above with 'E,' replacing 'E';

 (nn*) as in (nn), with '3' replacing '3';

 (nn,*) as in (nn,) with '3' replacing 'T';

 (ea) {1}, {4} F E(z,) where 0 is either P(T0, x . , zTn_) or nP(Tz,..., ,_I), for n >, 1, i < n;

 (ea,) as above with 'E,' replacing 'E';

 (eat) {E(To),..., E(_,)}, {E(To), . . . , E(,I),
 P(To,..-, ,n-l)) F P(To, . . . , ,-I_), where n > 1.

 (eat,) as above with 'E,' replacing 'E'.

 Form KP,(L) by adding (nn) or an appropriate variant to the axioms

 of KP(L); form KPa(L) similarly; form La,(L) by adding (ea) and (eat),
 or appropriate variants, to the axioms of KP(L). Until further notice,
 'x' is replaceable by the empty symbol, 'nn', 'ea' and 'eat'.

 THEOREM p. 1. Kx is sound and complete with respect to Kx. Soundness follows by the usual induction on the length of deriva-
 tions. The only rules which deserve comment govern '0'. Where

 Frame(9) = (W, R) and a is an 91-assignment, suppose:

 (w, W) kp gr[o]; (91, W) k* OA[a];

 all members of A - F are of the form (To T,);

 (F, A, 4) is KP-valid.

 If there is no u so that wRu, (91, w) k, EJ[/]; suppose that there is

 such a u. For any such u, (W9, u) P, F[Qc]. Suppose (to tE ) e A - F;
 since (W9, w) k O(ro * r,)[x], either (W9, w) k, g(zo 5r,)[oc], in which
 case (91, u) kp, (To ; P,)[x], or else (W9, w) I, O(ro r ,)[a]; in the latter
 case for some v with wRv, (91, v) I, (To T,)[OC]; so den(F, oC, Tz)T for

 some i < 2; so (W9, u) k' (o0 * TI)[jj]. So (W9, u) k A[Ca]; so (91, u) k,
 4[aC]. We've shown that (91, w) k, 04[a]. A parallel argument applies
 when ',' E lex,. A parallel argument shows that (W'7'I) is sound.
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 INDIVIDUAL-ACTUALISM II 23

 It should be noticed that the restriction on members of A - F is

 essential; for example:

 ({(-iFP) 2 Q}, {(-iFP) 2 Q, P}, Q) is KP-valid,
 ({O((-iFP) 2 Q)}, {O((--FP) 2 Q), oP}, oQ) is not
 KP-valid.

 Where y = 0, ... , something like axioms (10*) and (11*) are
 needed. Unfortunately, I can see no way to replace them by an intro-
 duction or elimination rule, or by simpler axioms.

 Notice that we have not introduced calculi KY or K!, to handle the
 logics KP and KP, respectively. Finding such calculi looks like a tricky
 matter. For example, (S'O'I) doesn't preserve KP-validity: for i < 2,

 (((TZo r ')}, {((0 1 T1)}, E(r,)) is Kg-valid;

 ({o(z0 t,)), ((,(ro zr)}, OE(z,)) is not KP-valid.

 The source of this anomaly is that (%W, w) may be denotation-wise

 actualistic and a may be a (91, w)-assignment while either (W, u) is

 not denotation-wise actualistic or a is not an (W9, u)-assignment. The
 following observation replaces a direct formalization of KP, where 'x'

 is replaced by 'a', 'at', 'a & nn' or 'at & nn'. Where 'E' e lex,', let:

 A' = {E(r): for some - e A, z e Param(4)}.

 Where ' ,' e lexy and y = 1, . . . , let:

 A' = {( . I, T) : E(zr): for some 4 e A,
 tE Param(Q)};

 where y = 0, . . . , replace 'D' by 'z_' in the preceding equation. In what follows, replace 'x' by 'a', 'at', 'a & nn', or 'at & nn' and replace
 'x*' by 'ea', 'eat', 'ea & nn' or 'eat & nn' respectively;

 For F _ A c fml(L):

 (F, A, 4) is K-valid iff (F',Au A', 4) is KP.-valid;

 (F, A, 4) is weakly KP-valid iff (F, A u A', 4) is weakly
 KP. -valid.
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 24 HAROLD HODES

 We'll now address the completeness of KP We'll make much use of
 the following notation. Where A is any set:

 A'" = {(x0,..., x,_,)>:n < co, x0, ... , x,_, E A};

 I(xo, - xn,_,>I = n; (<x,..., x,)- = (xo,..., x_,>);

 (Xo, . .., x,_ )*x = (Xo, . .. ,,1, , x), where
 0 < n < o;

 where w= (xo,..., x,_,I), u u w iff u = (xo,..., x )
 for some i < n;

 for u, w e W, u and v are incompatible iff there is no
 w e W so that u, v C w;

 for wo, w, E A<', w0 r w, = the longest u so that

 u _ wo, w0;

 Wis a tree on A iff W A<' and for all u_ we W, u CeW.

 Fix a tree W on A. A name-array on W is a function W on W such
 that for each w c W W(w) is a set of individual constants such that:

 card(W(w)) = card(A);

 if Iwl >I 1 then W(w-) _ s (w) and card(W(w) - W(w-)) = card(A);

 if v = u n w then W(v) = W(u) n W)(w).

 Let W = u {M'(w): w E W}; for c E - let u(c) be the c-minimal w so

 that ce x W(w); let u(v) = ( ) for v E Var. Given L = LY(Pred, C), let
 K = card(fml(L)) = max(co, card(Pred u C)). (We take cardinals to
 be initial ordinals; card(K) = K.) Fix a name array on a tree W on K
 so that C ~'W(( )) and card('(( )) - C) = K. For w e W let

 L" = LY(Pred, W(w)), E = LY(Pred, 1). A diagram on W for L shall
 be an ordered pair (Do, D,), where Do and D, are functions on W

 with Do(w) E D,(w) g fml(L'), for some L' = LY(Pred, C u C') and
 some C'.

 Where the diagram (Do, D,) is fixed, we'll let F, = Do(w), A, =
 D, (w), for all w e W. We adopt these definitions:

 D is W-strict iff for all w e W, A,, fml(Lw).
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 INDIVIDUAL-ACTUALISM II 25

 D is safe iff for any w*x e W: if 4 e A~ then E Ae~x,
 where 4 is (Tox ~t, ) or (To ; zT).

 D is KKP-consistent iff for each w e W (F,, A,) is

 K_! -consistent;

 D is o-normal iff for all w*x e W:

 S--' r, s;r,, O- A c Aw.*xI,;
 D is O-normal iff for all w*x e W:

 if O1 e A, - F, then for some w*z e W, e, / Aw

 D is normal iff either y = 1, ... and
 D is O-normal or y = 0,... and D is O-normal.

 Where F g A 9 fml(L) and L = LY(Pred, C) we adopt these
 definitions:

 (F, A) is - -complete for L iff for every 4 e fml(L)
 either 4 e r - E or - I F or 4), i e -A;

 (F, A) is a-complete for L iff for every 0 efml(L):

 if (3v)4c E F then for some c e C, 4(v/c) e F,
 if (3v) E A then for some c e C, 4(v/c) e A;

 (F, A) is 3-complete for L iff for every 4 e fml(L):
 if (3v)) E Fr then for some c e C, o(v/c) e F, and for
 every tz Var u C either 4(v/z) or O(v/T) e F;
 if (3v)o E A then for some c e C, O(v/c) e A.

 Where D is a diagram on W:

 D is 1 -complete for T iff for each w e W, (F,, A,) is
 ---complete for L';

 D is =-complete for iff for each w e W, (F,, A,) is
 3-complete for L';

 D is 3-complete for iff for each w e W, (F,, A,) is
 3-complete for L';

 D is O-complete iff for every w e W:

 if iO e Fc, then for some w*x e W, 4) e F .,;
 if - 4- e A, then for some w*x e W, - -e- Awe,;
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 26 HAROLD HODES

 D is x>-complete iff for every w e W:
 if --14 e 0, then for some w*x e W, -1 E TF,.,
 and for every w*y e W either 4 or -10 e r,.Y;

 if-1 -o4 e A, then for some w*x e W, - 4 e A,.0 ;
 D is complete for g iff D is -i-complete for W and:
 if y = 1,... then D is 3-complete for rW and O-complete;
 if y = 0,... then D is 3-complete for W' and <-complete.

 The following facts are easy to see and shall be used without further
 notice in what follows.

 If D is V-strict, consistent and -i-complete for iW, w e W and
 4 efml(L') then:

 if F., A, A. - then 4 e F,,;

 if r,, A,, F 4 then e A,,.

 Where y = 1, . . . and D is W-strict, KP.-consistent, O-normal and
 -i-complete for W, D is safe; this follows using axioms (9) or (9,) and
 the fact that -0 ' A, Aw,. for any w*x e W. Notice that this argu-

 ment doesn't carry over to y = 0, . . . , since O-normality doesn't

 imply that Q-' As c Awxx. For what follows, suppose that D is a W-strict, safe, normal, con-
 sistent complete for W diagram on W for L.

 LEMMA p. 1. Where '-' e lexy: if for w e W, (to zI) e F, then for
 any u E W with to, , ec Var u W(u), (Zo t,) e VF; where '~ ~' E lex,,
 replace ' ' by '~,' in the preceding.

 Proof. Suppose '' E lexy. Let uo = u(zo) rn u(t,). By axioms
 of group (8) and the normality of D, it suffices to show that if

 (To T I)) r, then (Tzo I) E F,. If (ro zr) e Ao, since D is safe
 and uo0 w, (tr0 T) E A,,; so (F,, A,) is inconsistent, a contradic-

 tion. Where '~,' x lex, a similar argument applies. QED

 LEMMA p. 2. Where 'c' e lexx:

 (1) {(r0 M Zr)}, {(b 0 r,)} I- (T o zo0)
 (2) {(o 0,)}, {(o X,)} F(T-, O)
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 INDIVIDUAL-ACTUALISM II 27

 (3) {(to t ,I)}, {(t0 t-r)} X (r1 2

 (4) {(T r1), (TI 02)}, {(Ow T z), (TI T z2)} b T r2)

 Where '~,' e lex,, replace '' ' by '~,' in the preceding.
 Proof. Select v e Var distinct from To and rI. We have:

 {(To Il, I(ro Z,), (ro *x O)} xw (To * v)(v/To);

 by (WC):

 (ro r,)), {(To (To 4x TO)} x, (ro 4 v)(v/Z,);

 but cut and indirect proof, (1) as follows. So

 {(y x( r)}, {(o r,)} (v ,o)(V/o);
 by (SC):

 {(o~ r)}, (o{o x ,)} Fi(v T o)(,/T,),

 which is (2). Using (1) and (2), (3) follows. (4) also follows using (SC)

 and writing (o f *,-r) as (to 0 v)(v/Tr). Where ' ,' replaces ' ', the
 preceding arguments still apply. QED

 Let Uo = Var u 1. For rT, z, e Uo, let z ~ r, iff:

 if'~' e lex"' then for some we W, (to T,) E ,;
 if ',' e lex' then for some w W, (to ( s T) E F.

 Let U, = Fld(-); by Lemma p. 2, U, = {r: T ~ -} and ~ is a
 symmetric. Notice that - need not be transitive; where Co, c,, c2 e

 so that u(c,) _ u(co), u(c2), but u(co) and u(c2) are incompatible, we may have co ~ c, and c, ~ c2 but not co ~ c2, because there is no w

 so that Co, c2 E *'(w).

 LEMMA p. 3. Let Tz, ... ., , be a --chain and u(TO), u(Zr) w.

 Where ' "' e lexy', (z, I ) E T[. Where ',' e lexy, (zo , z0 ) E TF.
 Proof is by induction on n > 1. If n = 1, this is Lemma p. 1.
 Suppose n > 1 and for all m < n the lemma holds. For each i < n,

 either u(Z,) _ u(Z~i,) or u(Z~i,) 9 u(Z5). So for some k x< n: for all i < n U(rk) u((Ti); call such a k a root for {o,, , z}. By choice

 of w either u(TO) _ u(z,) or u(z,) _ u((o).
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 28 HAROLD HODES

 CASE 1. u(Tz) _ u(r,). Fix a root k < n for {o, . . . , ,}. If 0 < k, applying the induction hypothesis to ro, , tk and to zrk, T
 we have (to zk), (tk zT,) E c,; by Lemma p. 2, (to ~ t,) E F,.
 Suppose there is no root k > 0 for {ro, . . . , z,}; so k = 0 is the

 only such root. Let k' be a root for {zl, . . . , },). Without loss of
 generality, suppose that u(to) u(ztk) _ u(,r). Suppose k' < n;
 applying the induction hypothesis to o, -..., Zk, and to zrk' , z,,
 we get (To - zTk), (zr ' t ) e 1; so (To r) e F,. If k' = n the
 result is obvious.

 CASE 2. u(r.) _ u(to); then there is a root k > 0 for {r,..., ); if k < n we proceed as in the previous case when 0 < k; if k = n, let

 k' be a root for {To, ..., T,_,}; we proceed as in the previous case
 when k = 0. If' ,' E lex"', the above argument applies after replace-
 ments. QED

 Let * be the transitive closure of -~. Clearly ~ * is an equi-
 valence relation on U,. For z e U, let [r] = the equivalence class of T

 under ~*, i.e. {t':r ~* T'}. Let U = U, /~* = {[z]:rz U,}. Where
 e lexy, let U(w) = {[]: E(r) Fr,} for we W; where ',' e lex,,
 replace 'E' by 'E,'. By (SC):

 {(To T I,), E(T,)}, {(ro ~ I), E(T,)} jF E(T,,-),

 for i < 2 and ' e lexy; so by Lemma p. 2, U(w) is well-defined; a

 similar argument works if'~,' e lexy. We are now ready to convert D
 into a model 9 for L and an assignment a. Let:

 R = {(w-, w): we W, |wl >, l};

 {I(P) if P(ro, z,,) e Fw;

 X(c) - [c] for c e1;

 a(v) = [v] for v e Var;

 here if c Ui, .A(c)T; similarly for ,xD(v). Let 91 = (W, R, U, U,
 4, Xf), 9x. = (91, < >). It's easy to see that W21 is KP -model for L.

 LEMMA p. 4. Let vo,... , v, e Var be distinct, 4 Efml(Lw) for

 w e W, O, . -.,,_ t e Var u _'(w) so that To, . .. , z,I ~ are substitutable
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 INDIVIDUAL-ACTUALISM II 29

 for vo, . . . , v_ in 4; let 4' = )(vo, _n-1) and

 o" = ,Vo... -n; here if;, 0 U, then '(v,)T.
 Then:

 (i) for {v0o, . . . , v, }, den(%Do, ', z) [z];
 (ii) den(Wo, ', v,) n [Tz] for i < n;

 (iii) 4' e F. iff (9, w) ,p 4[)'];

 (iv) --i4' e F, if (W, w) p 4)[l'];

 (v) ', -- ' A,,, iff (W, w) I, 4)[x'].

 (i) and (ii) are obvious; the rest is proved by induction on the depth
 of 4.

 Suppose 4 is ('z o a) and 4' is (Tz' a'). If 4' e F, then ' ~ a';
 by (i) and (ii) den(%1, M', z) = [c'] = [a'] = den(%1, a', a); so

 (9, w) k, 4x[a']. If (%9, w) =p, 0[a'] then den(%, a', z) = [T'] =
 [a'] = den(91D, a', a), all being defined; since z' ~ * a', by Lemma p. 3,
 4' e F,. If --a ' c,, by Axiom (6) r', a' e UI, so den(%1, x', r) = [z']
 and den(1I, a', a) = [a'] all these being defined; by Lemma p. 3 and

 the consistency of D, z' - * a'; so [T'] # [a']; so (W, w) ,P 4[al']. If
 (9, w) p 4 )[a'] then den(%, a', r) = [T'] # [a'] = den(%, a', a), all
 being defined. Since z', a' e U, and ~ is reflexive, (z' r z'),
 (a' a') e F,; by axiom (7) either 4' or - -' e F,; in the former
 case, z' - a', a contradiction; so -71' e F,. Where 4 is (z r , a) a
 similar argument applies. For all other atomic 4 the arguments are
 straightforward.

 Where 4 is (0o 1 )1), (o 4),), (iv)o or (3v)I the induction
 steps are straightforward applications of the - -completeness, 3-

 completeness or 3-completeness of (F,, A,) and the rules governing
 '4', '6', '3' and ''. Where 4 is 0o, the induction step is a straight-
 forward application of the O-completeness and 0-normality of D.

 Suppose 4 is Ot. If 4' e F, then for all w*x e W, /' e TF,x; so
 (91, w*x) ~P [x']; so (91, w) > k[eo']. If "4' E F, by Axiom (10*)
 0(' 2 )') e F,; so for any w*x e W (I' ir') eF,.x; we want to
 have (91, w*x) k~ (q/ -t,)[Ic']. This will hold if we've defined the
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 depth of formulae correctly; so that:

 depth(o00 08) = 1 + max{depth(0o), depth(O,)};

 depth(OO) = 2 + depth(O).

 Therefore either (91, w*x) k, [ca'] or (WI, w*x) ,1 .4[ ']. By O-
 completeness, for some w*y e W, i- ' e F,.,; so (W9, w*y) ,4 [4'];
 thus (91, w) , 40[cl]. If 0' E A, - F,, O-normality yields a w*x e W
 so that 0f', --i0' e A,.x; so (91, w*x) Ip ,[a]l; so (91, w) kx W [0(']. If
 0' E A,, by O-completeness there is a w*x e W with c' e A,..; so
 (9, w*x) gp 0/[o']; therefore (91, w) k; 0[a']. From these (iii), (iv) and
 thus (v) all hold for 4.
 Theorem p. 1 now follows as usual from the following model-

 existence theorem.

 THEOREM p. 2. Where F _ A c fml(L) and (F, A) is Kx-
 consistent, there is a Kx-model T1? = (9W, w) and an W-assignment
 a so that ? f, I [T] and 1r A[c4].
 Proof. Assume the antecedent. Fix a name-array W' on K"<. We'll

 construct a tree W on K and a diagram D on W, = W' I W for
 L so that D is strict, safe, KP-consistent, normal, complete, and

 F c F< >, A g A< >. Then the reduct of ~l to L and at are as
 required.

 CASE 1. y = 1, . . . We inflate (F, A) to a consistent, -i-complete

 and 3-complete pair (17< >, A< >), < ,> A<( , _ fml(L< >), using the usual Henkin-style induction on a well-ordering of fml(L< >). Letting

 Wo = {( )}, suppose we have constructed W, , x<' so that for all
 w e W, IwI n and (F,, A,) has been defined and is consistent.
 Where w e W,, |WI = n and for some 4) efml(Lw) 704) E A,, we'll

 define F,.x and A,.. for all x e K. Let (K,: x < K>) be a listing, perhaps
 with repetitions, of all 0 such that - o10 E A,. Let:

 Ai-x = 0-l' uA u {x);

 x1 =' F i f - o x 0 r , ; 0-' F, u {--xj} otherwise.
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 If (r*x, A?.x) were inconsistent then (IF, A,) would be inconsistent;
 so (r]x, A,.x) is consistent. By the usual Henkin construction,

 we obtain ]w.x g A~.x with Ox _ Fw.and A0. g A,,. so that (I.x, AW*x) is consistent, - -complete and 3-complete for Lw.x. After
 co-steps we've constructed the desired diagram.

 CASE 2. y = 0,... Construct (< > and A, > to be KjP-consistent,
 -1 -complete for L( >, and 3-complete for L< >. Again, this involves the
 usual Henkin construction; the additional requirement when (v)4 E F< >

 can be guaranteed using the distinctive features of the '_'-rules. Suppose W, has been constructed as above. For w E W,, |wI = n, if for some /

 either -10 e A, or OCiO e A, - Fr, we must construct F.*, _ A,,x for all xE K ; let (x,:x < K)> be a K-listing of all such 0. Where ' c' e lex,,
 if-1 -[lx e A, and Ox 0 Ax - IF, let:

 AO*x = 0-'Lv -{1Ox} U )(U o r T1):(To0 * , e Aw,;

 x=_ { if- orlot ExxF; ]-']Fwu {-- ix} otherwise.

 CLAIM. (LFx, AO..x) is consistent. Suppose not. If-1 0u E r, then:

 0'_ 0 U('(*_ u {To T o):(o 4 T) e A,,} Fx

 By (S'O'I),

 IF, r. u {g(To * T):(To )TI e) A} ,F x;

 using (9*) we have: F,, A F ox,x, a contradiction. If- -1,x 4 TwF then:

 0'_, u {((T o TI):( (To * T)eAI } F) 0,o.

 By (WOI) and (9*) we have F,, A, FW O ,x; so Oi,, e A, A ,, contrary
 to assumption.

 If o00. e A, F,, let

 AO*x = q-' r, u { fx, -xoi } u {(To T): (To t1) e };
 =
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 CLAIM. (F*x, AO.,x) is consistent. For suppose we have: FX9, ox F . Then:

 _DI-' F_-' ], u {(To * ):(To xr*)eA} - ox)

 by (S'0'I),

 u, F. u {_(o Ti):(ro x,r) e Aw} F _g(x -2 x).
 By (9*) and (11*): F,, IF, PI- Do.; so 0I/0. E Fw, contrary to suppo-
 sition. Where ' c,' e lemy, replace '' by ' ,' throughout the preced-

 ing discussion. Now (Fx., A0,x) may be inflated to a (FA.x, A..x) which is consistent, ---complete, and 3-complete. After o steps, we've
 constructed the desired diagram D. To see that D is <-complete,

 notice that Axiom (10*) or (10") insures that if - , o E r, then for
 any x E K (0 - 2/) e Fw.x; so either , or -- e ..-

 6. FORMALIZING SEMI-POSSIBILISTIC AND
 ACTUALISTIC LOGICS BASED ON K

 Formalizing logics of the form K- shall be a useful stepping-stone
 from x5 to formalizing logics of the form K'. Formalizing KP involves
 a peculiar difficulty for the case in which y = 0, . . . So we shall

 define KP(L,) where y = 1, . . . ; then we'll consider the case in

 which y is 0, T or 0, T, u. As the axioms of KP(LY) we take:

 (1)-(5) above;

 (11) { }, ({ } W(r r);
 (I1s) ( }, (T F -r: < z );
 (12) {k}, {k} F E(r,), where 4 is either (o r, - ) or

 (o t-,) and i < 2;

 (12,) as above with 'm,' and 'E,' replacing '&' and 'E';

 (13) {E(ro), E(z,)}, {E(to), E(rj), (mo r,)} F (ro ,);
 (13,) {E,(zr), E,(ri), (o0 , ZI)} F (ro , rI), for i < 2.
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 We take over all rules from KP appropriate to Ly where y = 1,...,
 except for (SC), (SC,), (WC) and (WC,); these are replaced by:

 (Extended Strong Congruence): F, AF I0(v/To)

 F, A F -i0'(To T)

 r, A F(vl/Tl)

 (Extended Weak Congruence): F, A FW" (v/to)

 F, A F- -0"(to Tr)

 r, A F' 4(vl/z,)

 (Extended Strong Congruence,): as in (ESC) with ' ,' replacing

 (Extended Weak Congruence,): as in (EWC) with ' ,' replacing

 It's worth noticing that axioms of groups (6) and (7) are K"-valid,
 while those of groups (8) and (9) are not; Axioms (11) are (11,), (13)
 and (13,) are KP-valid, while (12) and (12,) are not.

 THEOREM sp. 1. Restricted to L = Ly for y = 1,..., KP is sound
 and complete with respect to KP. Soundness follows easily. We'll now
 prove completeness by indicating the needed modifications of the
 proof of Theorem p. 1. In order to save space, proofs of the follow-
 ing lemmas have been omitted, at the suggestion of the Journal of
 Philosophical Logic.
 Suppose we're given L, a tree W on K<", a name-array W on

 W and a 9-strict, o-normal KP~-consistent complete diagram D on
 W for L.

 LEMMA sp. 1. Where ' lex,: if (to ; tz) e F, then (i)for every u
 e W with to, t, E Var u W(u), (to - Tr) e A,; and (ii) E(t0)E eF iff

 E(tr) e F,. Where '~' e lexy, replace '?%' by ','.
 Proof uses (ESC), Axiom (11), (S'O'I) and 0-normality. Note: it is

 with this lemma that we run into trouble if y = 0, . . . ; the role here

 played by 0-normality could not be played by O-normality.
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 LEMMA sp. 2. As in Lemma p. 2, with K_!(L) replacing K.,(L). Proof uses Axiom (11).

 Define Uo, ~ and U, as before; again U, = {z: t ~ z} and ~ is
 symmetric.

 LEMMA sp. 3. Let to, , be a -~-chain and u(zo), u(Tz) _ w.
 Where '"' e lexy, if E(To) E T, then (To z,,) E Tw; where ' , E lex,,
 replace ' ' and 'E' by 'x ,' and 'Es'. Proof is by induction on n > 1.
 If n = 1, use Lemma sp. 1 and Axiom (13). For n > 1, use Axiom
 (12) and Lemma sp. 2, and the ideas used for Lemma p. 3.

 Define ~ *, U, U(w) for w e W, R, 9, X., 91, 91, and a as before;
 again T1 is a Kx-model for L.

 LEMMA sp. 4. For vo, .I v,_I, 9, w, To, -,_,, 'and o'as in
 Lemma p. 4:

 (i) and (ii) of Lemma p. 4 hold;

 (iii) 0' e F, iff (9, w) ,,p O[d'];

 (iv) -10 e r, iff (91, w) x,4 44[o'];
 (v) I', -1 e A,, iff (91, w) Ip 4[a'].
 Proof. To handle identities, use Axioms (12) and (13), and Lemma

 sp. 3. All other cases are straightforward.
 Theorem sp. 1 will now follow from the following model-existence

 theorem:

 THEOREM sp. 2. Where y = , rF A _ fml(LY) and (F, A)
 is K3-consistent, there is a Kx-model = (1 w) for Ly and an W-
 assignment a so that M ,, F[co] and M k A[a].

 Proof. Just like the proof of Theorem p. 2 for y = 1,....
 Note. If y = 0, T or 0, T, u, we can define KfP(L,) by adding

 Axioms (10*) and (11*) to the previous sequent calculus, replacing
 (ESC), (EWC), (S'O'I) and (W'O'I) by:

 (ESC*) F, A I- (v/ro)
 F, A I- " T(To TI)

 F, A F 4)(v/ro)
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 (WSC*) F, A F' (v//To)

 F, A F --i OT(r0 z )

 r, A F" 4(v/r1)

 (S'O'I*)O
 oFr, F r F _o4;

 r O, OF O.

 (Notice that (S'O'I) and (W'O'I) would not preserve K-"-validity.)

 Soundness and completeness of K!(Ly) in this case follow much as
 before. Lemma sp. I must be revised to take this form:

 if (Tz0 T) E Fr then (i) for every u E Wwith To, Tl E

 Var u W'(u), -- T(To 0 t ,) e F., and (ii) E(t,) E F. iff E(r,) E r ,.

 The rest of the argument combines features of the previous argument,

 together with features of the proof of Theorem p. 2 for the case of

 y = 0,... Problem: Formalize the logic K"P when y is either 0 or
 0, u or 0, s or 0, u, s.

 We now consider formalization of the actualistic based on K. Let's

 first consider L = Ly for y = 1, ... We form K"(L) from K&(L) by
 adding these additional axioms:

 (14) {(t-o I)), {(Zo T M)} FW O(ro -,);
 (14,) as above with ' ,' replacing ' "';
 (actualism): { }, {- E(r)} FW O-i E(r);
 (actualism,): { iE,(r)}, {--E,(z)} F --1 -E,(z).

 We also gain elegance without loss of strength by replacing (ESC)

 and (EWC) by (SC) and (WC) from Kx. We form K%,(L) by adding (nn) or (nn,) to Ka(L); we form Ka,(L) by adding (eat) or (eat,) to

 KN(L); form K__,,(L) by adding all these axioms. Hereafter, 'x' is replaceable by 'a', 'nn', 'at' or 'at & nn'.

 THEOREM a. 1. Restricted to L = L, for y = 1,. ..,K is sound
 and complete with respect to K . Soundness follows easily. To prove
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 completeness, we'll indicate the needed modifications of the previous
 argument.

 Suppose we're given L, W, le and a i-strict, o-normal, xK-

 consistent complete diagram D on W for L. Where 'E' e lexy, let
 D be settled iff for all w*x e W: iff -- E(r) A,, then - E(r) e Aw x;
 where '~,' e lexy, replace 'E' by 'E,'. Let D be proper iff for all
 w*x e W, if (to 0 TI) e F, then: E(to) E ,.x iff E(Tl) E r,.x. Suppose
 that D is settled and proper.

 LEMMA a. 1. Where '~' e lexy: if (To TI) F,, then for every
 u e W with to, Tz I Var u qW(u): (i) if i < 2 and E('r) then (to, T I) E

 r,; and (ii) E(T0) e F, iff E(rz) e F,. Where ',' e lexy, replace ' x'and
 'E' by ' ,' and 'E,'.

 Proof uses Axioms (11), (12), (13) and (14), rule (WC), and the
 assumption that D is settled, 0-normal and proper.

 LEMMA a. 2. just like Lemma sp. 2, for K_(L) instead of Kj(L). Define U0, ~ and U, as before.

 LEMMA a. 3. just like Lemma sp. 3; the proof also carries over.

 Define ~ *, U, C(w) for w E W, R, ', X, W, x 1 and a as before.
 Notice that WI is a settled structure, since D is settled; clearly 9RW" is

 actualistic and o" is an M'-assignment for each w E W.

 LEMMA a. 4. For vo, . .., v,_:,, w, o, , .T ., z-0, c' and oe' as in
 Lemma p. 4:

 (i) for Z ( {v0o, . . . , v,_1 }, den(91, '", z) = [r] iff [z]
 U(w); otherwise den(91, t'", z)T;

 (ii) den(W*, a'", v,) = [T,] if [z,] U(w); otherwise
 den(91W , '", v,)T;

 (iii) '' e FC iff (%*, w) > 4[4'w];

 (iv) - ' e F, iff (91w, w) [,'w];
 (v) i- ' e A, iff (9", w) I 4{[L-W].

 The proof of this is a straightforward imitation of the proof of
 Lemma sp. 4.
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 Theorem a. 1 will now follow from the following model-existence
 theorem.

 THEOREM a. 2. Where y = 1, ... , F _ A g fml(Ly) and (F, A) is K -consistent, there is a Ka-model 9J and an 9J)-assignment a so
 that 9)1 k [a] and 1 " k' [a[].
 Suppose (F, A) are as required; fix a name-array V' on W. We must

 construct a tree W on K and a diagram D for W, W = W'I W so that

 D is strict, proper, D-normal, complete, Ka-consistent, and F c F >,
 A E A< >. It will follow that D is settled, using (actualism) or
 (actualism,) and 0-normality.
 The reduct of (91< >, ( )>) to L and c< > will be as required.
 The only novelty in this construction comes from the need to make

 D proper.

 CASE 1. 'e' e lexy. Suppose we have constructed W, 9 gK<' so that
 for all w e W,, Jwl < n and (F,, A,) has been defined and is consist-

 ent. If for some 4 e fml(Lw) - -0 e A, then we'll define F,.x and
 AWx for all x E K. Let <(/r: x < K> be a listing, repetitions allowed, of
 all such 0. Let:

 AO. = 0'A u

 = -I' { if O o 0F;
 0-' Fr, {- Ix} otherwise.

 (Fw*x, AO*x) is consistent, since otherwise, using (S'O'I) or (W'O'I)

 (F,, A,) would be inconsistent. We'll construct Fx., E A.xI so that
 (FW*x, Al.x) is consistent and:

 for z e Var u (w) either E(z) e '.x or - E(r) e A*xx;

 if (T 0 z') e F, then: E(z) e w.x iff E(T') e FJ*x.

 Let (r>Y<K,, be a K-listing of Var u 'W(w), repetitions allowed. Our
 strategy is this:

 ifn O10 B Fw we try to put each -- E(Ty) into A,,x,;

 if c0Ox E Fw we try to put each E(zy) into Fx.x.
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 Suppose 1 Tw. Let A' = iX Suppose for y < K that Ox Suppose --10 0 . AYex
 has been defined and (F.x, Ao;x) is consistent. Let:

 OY A;.x u {f-i E(TY)} if ( Ax, Aoux u { - E(ry)}) is consistent;

 IA.x otherwise.
 Where y is a limit ordinal let AoX = U.<y x ; So(J7x, x)is
 consistent; and if- E(z,) o, A then: r,xx, AxOI X F E(Ty). Let:

 x = Fx*x u {E(,): -- E(z ,) A'oK

 = A;ux u { E(ry) : -- E(ry) A ;

 then (F.x, AL.x) is consistent. Suppose that (r ~ r') e F,, -- E(r') e

 Ao;x and ~ E(r) * AO,;. Where T is T,: Fx.*, AO.yx E(T). So for some
 o, . . . , an-i with -- E(co), . . . , --n E(a, ,) e A.x - A.x:

 O-' FI, O-'A, u {-nix,-n E(ao), E(a,_,)} F E(r);
 Therefore:

 r,, A, l 0((- Ox & -n E(ro) & . . .& - E(a,, _)) z E(r));
 using (SC):

 f,, Aw F O((--nix & -nE(ao) & . . . & -nE(anr_,)) D E(T'));
 so

 (-n x & --E(ro) & . & --nE(a,_,)) M E( ') e rx.x.
 Thus r., A.x F E(r'); but since -- E(T') E AO, this violates the con-

 sistency of (F.x, AOAx). Thus for (Tr z') e F,: if - E(r') e A;Ox then
 - E(z) e AYxx; similarly if- -1E(r) E AOxK then - E(t') e Ax ; so E(r) e
 7.lx iff E(z') e Frx.

 Suppose that -1 Oix E x,. We'll define VO;' and Ao0. for y < K; let
 (Fo, Ao) = (F*xA, .x). Suppose that (Frw, AYYx) has been defined
 and is consistent. If (fw u E (E(Zr,), AY-X u {E(rZ)}) is consistent, let

 it be (x.'Y+'.x, A,x+'); otherwise let lf. ' . = *x, Al'. = A;.x. Where
 y is a limit < K, let F-x = Uz<, r, oA.x = Uz yAy x. Let rl*x:

 4. So '(rx, AO*x) is consistent. Furthermore if E(zY) 0 F1.x, then:

 WF, Axxx FW iE(zT). Let:

 AL.x= A.Ax uf. {niE(zy): E(ry) .*x
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 Then ( A.x) is consistent. Suppose that (t r') c-,, E(t') e
 F.x and E(t) rFx. Where t' = ty: U F*, A'Yx Fxw E(T). So for some

 ao, . . . , ab- with E(co),..., E(a,_-) e FY) x - Fx.x, we have:

 O-'F] wu {-nx, E(ao),..., E(a,_,)}, O-'A, U

 {--x, E ,E(ao),..E(U-I_,)} I -iE(t).
 Therefore:

 O[Fw,,-' Aw F' (-n lx & E(o) &... & E(a1_,))
 - E(r);

 thus:

 Fw, Aw w O((--iOx & E(ao) &... & E(a,_1)) D
 -i E(r)).

 By (WC) we have:

 F,, Aw, w O((n- rx & E(a0) & ... & E(a1_,)) D

 therefore:

 (--n l & E(a0) & ... & E(a,_,)) = -iE(r') e AO*x.

 Thus F.x, Ax.x kW - E(r'). This violates the consistency of (Fxx, A,*x).
 Thus for (T 0 t') e F,: if E(t') e JC.x then E(r) e GT x; similarly if

 E(t) e F.x then E(t') e 1,.x.

 We then expand (F.x, Aw./) to (F,,F A.*x) so that the latter is con- sistent, - -complete and 3-complete; this runs as usual.

 CASE 2. '~' e lemy. Here the previous elaborate construction of

 (rJX, IA,*x) is unnecessary; similarly if 'T' e lexy. Since

 {((o T ZI)}, {((o 0s, rT)} I O(E.(to) D E,(TI)),

 the fact that D is O-normal will make D proper without extra effort.
 The rest of the construction is as in the proof of Theorem p. 2.;

 details are left to the reader.

 Where y = 0, . .., the difficulty faced before with defining KNP(L,)
 to be sound and complete for KP is compounded when we consider

 K'. First of all, we seem to have to define Ka(Ly) so that the diagram
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 constructed in the proof of the model-existence theorem would be
 settled. The most likely axioms to introduce with this in mind are:

 (actualism*) { }, {(-E(T)} F" 0 --E(T);

 (actualism*,) {-fE,(r)}, {f-E,(z)} F 0 E,(r).

 However when D is consistent and o-normal and '.' e lexy, (actual-
 ism*) will not insure that D is settled, since O-normality doesn't

 require that O-' A, cg A,.. for w*x e W. Fortunately, where ' %,' e

 lexy, (actualism*,) will insure that D is settled. However even in this
 case, a proof of Lemma a. 1 faces an obstacle which appears formid-

 able. The natural variation of Axiom (14s), namely:

 {((o *,, T)} ), f (T {*.,s )}j )W q(m (o *, Tl

 does not play the role that (14,) played in the previous proof of

 Lemma a. 1; once again, 0-normality will not insure that (t0 s t* ) E

 AW*x given that g(ro0 ~ , Z) E A,. So the problem with defining
 Ki(Lo,,) or Ka(L0,,,) seems to boil down to finding an appropriate
 version of Axiom (14s).
 Of course if y is 0, T or 0, T, u, these difficulties vanish, as they did

 in our discussion of Ks". We replace (actualism) and (14) by:

 {f TE(z)}, {-1 TE(-r)} F 0 --1 TE(r);

 f(To zT I ,)}, {(roo r z,)} F OD -T(zo );

 Furthermore (S'O'I) and (W'O'I) are replaced by (S'O'I*) and
 (W'O'I*). A soundness and completeness proof for the resulting
 system is left to the reader.

 7. ON LPI, Lt" AND La WHEN L IS STRONGER THAN K

 We'll consider the following axiom schemata:

 (sr) { O}, { o4 } ;F o
 (wr) { }, {o 4) F" 4?;
 (sr*) {9o}, {9o} F ;

 (st) {04}, {O 4} o 004:
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 (wt) { }, {4o } F" 00);
 (st*) {EOq}, {f0 4} F P ;00;
 (ss) {41}, {4} F 0p0 ;

 (ws) { }, {4} lW oO~;
 (ss*) {4}, {4)} FO o,;
 (ws*) { }, {49 } 0 o-00;
 (se) {Ofc0}, {o,1 } F- 01p ;
 (we) { }, {f4f} 1 o ;00

 (se*) {o}, {_ p} F 0qO0.
 Where 'x' is replaced as usual, 'z' is replaced by 'p' or 'sp', and

 y = 1,..., [= 0,... ] for L = LY, we form the sequence-calculus
 on the left by adding all instances, for 04 efml(L), of the axiom-
 schemes indicated on the right to KZ(L);

 T'(L) : (sr) and (wr) [(sr*)];

 K_4(L) : (st) and (wt)[(st*)];

 S_4(L) : (sr), (wr), (st) and (wt)[(sr*) and (st*)];

 B;Z(L) (ss) and (ws)[(ss*) and (ws*)];

 B'(L) : (sr), (wr), (ss) and (ws)[(sr*), (ss*) and (ws*)];

 S5 (L) : (st), (wt), (se), (we)[(st*), (ss*) and (se*)].

 THEOREM 3. If L is either T, K4 or S4, then L' is sound and
 complete relative to L'; similarly if L is either B-, B or S5 and
 y = 1 . The soundness of Lz relative to L' is easily proved by
 the usual induction on the length of derivations.

 The following pecularities deserve notice; for appropriate choice of

 ({ }, {Io}, 4) is not weakly Tl (or S4x or Bx or S5')-valid;
 ({ }, {04}, 04i) is not weakly K4' (or S4' or
 S5{)-valid;

 ({ }, {0}, CO O) is not weakly S5Z-valid.
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 These facts might make the weak B;x (and B' and S5')-validity of all
 instances of (ws*) surprising.
 As usual, to prove completeness, it suffices to show that for any

 r g A g fml(L):

 if (F, A) is Li-consistent then there is an Lx-model
 1 = ((9, ( )) and an W-assignment a so that
 0 1, kF[c] and 9W k 'A[].

 Since the argument will be the same when 'z' is replaced by 'sp', we'll
 consider the case in which 'z' is replaced by 'p'.

 First we consider the case in which L is either T or K4 or S4. The

 construction in x5 yields a Kx-model 9Z = (91, ( )) and an W-assign-

 ment a so that 2 k,, F[a] and 9x1 N= A[a]. Let (W, R) = frame(%). If
 L is T, form 93W' = (W9', ( )) by replacing R by the reflexive closure
 of R; using (sr) and (wr)[(sr*)] we can show that for all 4 e fml(L)
 and w E W:

 (*) (91, w) k, 4[cx] iff (91', w) k, 4[cx]; (91, w) ,41 4[(] iff
 (91', w) 4 4 4];

 thus 931' and a are as desired. If L is K4, form 931' and 9' by replacing
 R with the transitive closure of R; by (st) and (wt)[(st*)], (*) holds; so

 931' and a are as desired. If L is S4, form J1' and V9' by replacing R
 with the reflexive transitive closure of R; as above (*) holds; so 9I3'
 and a are as desired.

 Where L is either B-, B or S5 and y = 1, . . . , construct the

 Kx-model 931 and a as above. If L is B- , form 932' and W9' by replac-
 ing R with its symmetric closure; if L is B, replace R by R' = the

 reflexive symmetric closure of R. Again, we can prove (*); so 091'
 and a are as desired. A familiar proof shows that (sr) and (ss) are
 theorems of S5(L) and that (wr) and (ws) are weak theorems of

 Sx(L). Thus if L is S5, construct 9' and W9' as in the case for B;
 again (*) holds; form 9T" = (W", ( )) by replacing R' with its tran-
 sitive closure. Then for all 4 e fml (L) and w e W:

 (91', w) ~, 4[l] iff (9", w) =, 4[x];

 (91', w) ,p1 4[] iff (91', w) ,,= 4[4].

 Since 93" is an S5x-model, 93" and a are as desired.
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 Where L is either B-, B or S5 and y = 0,... , it's easy to see that
 LZ is sound relative to L'; but when we consider the completeness of

 LI, the strategy used above will not work. Suppose L is B- and WI' is
 constructed by replacing R with its symmetric closure; since we may

 have (91, w*x) k, O~[c4] and (9, w) Y, , [a], (*) does not follow. The
 lesson here is that we can't simply take the 9M1 = (91, ( )) produced
 by the construction from x5. Conjecture: where y = 0, . . . , and L is
 either B-, B or S5, L is complete relative to Lz.
 We'll now consider actualistic logics. If y = 1, . . . [= 0, .. ]

 form T~(L) from K'(L) by adding as axioms all instances of (sr) and

 (wr) [(sr*)]. Then T_ is sound and complete relative to Ta. The proof of this is a straightforward use of the approach just considered to T"
 and TP.

 It's important to realize that the formalization of the actualistic
 logics based on the other logic-defining classes discussed above is not
 as simple as one might have expected. Indeed the following should
 come as a disturbing surprise.

 OBSERVATION:

 (1) (st) and (st*) are not K4C (or S4' or S5')-valid; (wt) is
 not weakly K4x (or S4" or S5")-valid;

 (2) (ss) and (ss*) are not B;a (or Bx or S5')-valid; (ws) and (ws*) are not weakly B;a (or Ba or S5a)-valid;

 (3) (se) and (se*) are not S5a-valid; (we) is not weakly
 S5 -valid.

 For example, let W = {0, 1, 2}, R = W2, U = C(0) = {a, b},
 O(w,) = {a}, O(w2) = {b}, A(a) = a, .4(b) = b, and 91 = (W, R,
 U, U, X/); r2 = (WI, 0) is a K4a-model (in fact an S4a and an S5a-
 model) and T2 k O(E(a) v E(b)); but 9(1,2)> Y (E(a) v E(b)); so
 TV' y O(E(a) v E(b)); so r0 g9 OO(E(a) v E(b)); thus 92 invalidates
 (st). Another example: let W = {0, I}, R = W2, U = 0(0) = {a},
 0(1) = { }, A(a) = a and 91 = (W, R, U, 0, X); then 1 =
 (91, 0) is a B- -model (in fact a B, and an S5a-model) and 9 k E(a);
 but N1' Y O>E(a); so 9M) Y 1K>E(a); so 9 invalidates (ss). Similar
 counterexamples may be constructed to prove the remaining claims.

 It appears to be impossible to construct sequent calculi, along the
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 lines pursued in x5, x6 and above for K4', S4,, B;", B' and S5".
 There is one exception: where L is B- or B and we have y = 1, T or
 y = 2; this rather peculiar case will be discussed in x8.
 Fortunately, we can use the translations t from x2 and our for-

 malization of the possibilistic logics to replace a direct formalization
 of these actualistic logics. Clearly:

 (F, A, 4) is La-valid [weakly La-valid] iff (t"F, t"A,

 t(4)) is Lx-valid [weakly LP-valid].

 Using the results of x5 we have:

 (F, A, 4) is Lx-valid iff(t"F, t"A u A', t(4)) is Lx.-
 valid;

 (F, A, 4) is weakly La-valid iff (t"F, t"A u A', t(4)) is
 weakly LE.-valid;

 where 'x' is replaced by 'a', 'at', 'a & nn' or 'at & nn' and 'x*' is
 replaced by 'ea', 'eat', ea & nn' or 'eat & nn' respectively. This shows
 the instrumental value for an individual-actualist of "speaking like",
 or pretending to be, an individual-possibilist; a "detour" through
 possibilistic logics makes it easier to derive conclusions from premises
 which are all understood actualistically. Non-actual possible objects
 are analogous to what Hilbert called "ideal elements" in proofs of
 finitary conclusions from finitary premises. (Of course this analogy is

 not perfect; Hilbertian ideal elements were not objects, but rather
 quantifiers with infinite ranges; but the Hilbertian "detour through
 the infinite" is analogous to the detour through possibilistic logics
 mentioned above.)

 8. FORMALIZING B;" AND Ba

 In this section we'll construct sequent calculi B-a(L) and Ba(L), where
 L is L,~I or L2. By the closing remarks in x7, we don't really need
 such a formalization. But the fact that there are such sound and com-

 plete calculi for lexl., and lex2, and that it's very hard (or perhaps
 impossible) to find them for other lexica, is surprising and intriguing.
 Furthermore the problem of proving the completeness of these
 sequent calculi should be sufficiently challenging to make "mere tech-
 nical interest" interesting. The reader who is not mathematically
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 intrepid will lose little by skipping this section. Hereafter L is LIT
 or L2.

 Given , ,, e fml(L), let:

 S = (TOI, . . ., l_), i = (a0,..., Om-1)

 be sequences of terms of L with I < o, 0 < m < co; let:

 S= (v0, . . , v,-1), = (PO , , #q-),

 = (Qo, ... , Qr-,)
 be sequences of variables; let none of these five sequences overlap.
 Where order doesn't matter, we'll regard these sequences as sets of
 terms. Suppose that:

 Param(4) ~- u u u V u p

 Param(o) E f u i u up

 Where " = {Eo, ... , -_,} - u J p u , let:
 4), = the result of replacing each free occurrence in 4
 of each variable in (V u ') - x by ao;

 this notation hereby surplanting that used in x2;

 (3 = (3 ..)...(q-_I)0,
 where {\ 1, ..., -;I_ } = (p u0) - ';

 0(JF) = (30)... (3,_l)(x & c(x')).
 Let '(3t u u u )' abbreviate:

 (3vo)-... (3v_,)(3yo)... (3,q-1)(3Lo) 0 * 3-,).
 Finally, let E(f) and E,(Y) abbreviate respectively;

 A {E(T,):i < 1}, A{TE(r1) i < 1}.

 Consider the following axioms:

 (Strong Actualistic Symmetry):

 {o(3 V Pu )(ou & 4/& & E(?))},

 (0(3v u u u )(o4x & & E(?)), -E(a,): i < m} F"

 v {o(x):Y __ vu u };
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 1(Weak Actualistic Symmetry):

 }(, { <(3 V u u d)(O & " & E,( )),
 - E(a;): i < ml F' v {0(F): F V u 14u 9}.

 In this section, 'x' may be replaced by 'a', 'a & nn', 'at' or 'at & nn'.

 Form B-a(L)[Pj(L)] by adding all cases of (WAS) to Ka.(L)[Ta(L)]. By straightforward manipulation of 'T', we then have that all
 instances of (SAS) are theorems of B;a(L) ~"(L)]. (Note: we could
 instead have added all cases of (SAS) as our axioms, and then have
 had all cases of (WAS) as weak theorems.)

 THEOREM 4. Bxx"~] is sound and complete relative to B;a[Ba].
 For soundness, the following will suffice.

 LEMMA 1. (WAS) is weakly B;"-valid [and therefore weakly Ba-

 valid]. Suppose 90 = (91, w) is a B;"-model for L with frame(W, R),

 and a is an J1-assignment, M k" -iE(ax) [e] for all i < m, and:
 R J " (3V u p u F)(Ou & .) & E,(())[x]

 So for some u e W with wRu:

 W1 k W (3T Vu ) u (o & & E,( Y))[a"].

 Fixed d = (ao, . . . , a_) (u)P and b- = (b0, ... , bq,_) E O(u)',
 F = (co, .. . c,_,) (u)' and / = (au)"j" so that:

 R" W" aO & i & E,(f))[fl].

 Since Frame(Wa) is symmetric, uRw. So 9D<'"uw> w" O[lp]; furthermore
 u<"')> = (W9, w). Let:

 S= ({ e Vupu 6: fw(0)4}.

 Since 9 kw" 1-E(a0)[a], ~u"',> " --E(ro)["w]; so (91", w) w" [flW].
 Where F = { no, ,' }, let a '..., = -

 CLAIM. For T E u d u ": den(Wu",p", T) - den(W, y, T).
 For i < 1, den(91", /3, tW); since ,i t u u d, den(91u, /, T) e
 O(u) n C(w); so:

 den(91u, W", t) = den(91u, /, zi) = den(9W, y, zT).
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 For i < n, den(%9, y, a4)T and den(9", W, ai)T. For i < s, fw(ti) =

 l(tq) = y(mQ); so the claim holds. Therefore ~" xk,[y].
 Since 91 k" x i[fl]:

 M U k . ... R(U) " o , * , * I I s-) _
 furthermore:

 (Oux)o.(, ).I - -I *u Aot #x) ..... - (ns- I )=y

 So 9 ~" O(W, )[Y]; so 9 " k0(f-)[0]; so 93 k" v {0(): : F u
 y u 1}[a]. Perhaps the reader will find (WAS) more intelligible if it's

 thought of as a distant descendant of { }, {(O)} W" 4), a contra-
 posed version of (ws). QED

 Theorem 4 will follow as usual from the following:

 THEOREM 5. For F g A g fml(L): if (F, A) is B;a[B]-consistent
 then there is a B; [Bx] model 02 and an 93-assignment a so that 9W k
 SF[x] and 3 " A[cx].

 LEMMA 2. Let F r A E fml(L). If (F, A) is B;a-consistent and z
 is a term not occurring as a parameter in any member of A then

 (F, A u {- E(t)}) is B;a-consistent.
 Proof. Let A* be:

 {[A {-E(oa):i < m} & 0(3 V u Yu u)(O4 & 0 &

 E,(f))] =, (v {0(F): F 9 uV u })u ,:, b, v, e,
 it, p, as above}.

 Then for any formula 8:

 (F, A, 0) e Th B;-(L) iff (F, A u A*, 0) e Th K_ (L),
 by an easy induction on the length of derivations. Let r be as stated

 in the lemma. Since (F, A) is B;a-consistent, (F, A u A*) is Kx-
 consistent; so by Theorem 2a there is a Kx-model 93 and an 931-
 assignment a so that 9 F[a], M k" A u A*[a]. Without loss of
 generality, M9 Y E(r)[ []. So (F, A u A* u {--E(r)}) is K -consistent;
 so (F, A u {--E(z)}) is B;"-consistent. QED

 Hereafter, "consistent" shall mean "B;"-consistent." Where W is a
 tree and D is a diagram on W for L, let D be an 0-diagram iff for all
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 w E W,-, E(0) A,. The previous lemma will make our life easier by
 permitting us to introduce a new constant 0 not occurring in a given

 (1, A) and to then construct a 0-diagram. Let D be consistent iff for
 each w e W, (Do(w), D, (w)) is consistent. We'll replace the notions of
 0-normality and O-completeness as follows. Let:

 A = {4: 4c efml(L") for some u e W, and for every
 Sre Param(4) - {0}, E(T) e Do(w)};

 D,(w)* = Di(w) n A, for i < 2;

 D is O-normal* iff for all w*x e W and all i < 2:

 0-' D,(w*) _ Di(w*x).
 D is O-complete* iff for every w e W and i < 2 if
 - 0 cE D,(w)* then for some w*z e W, E Di(w*z).

 Suppose that for all w e W, D, (w) E fml(L') where L' =
 L,(Pred, i'); then:

 D is -1-complete for V' iff for every w e W, (Do(w),
 D, (w)) is -i-complete for L';

 D is 3-complete for T' iff for every w e W, (Do(w),
 D, (w)) is 3-complete for L';

 D is complete* for W' iff D is -i -complete and
 3-complete for V' and O-complete*.

 Let D be symmetric iff for every w e W with |wl > 1 and all i < 2:

 O-'(Di(w)*) - D,(w-).
 The following lemma will permit us to regard 0 as the only term

 whose undefinedness need be considered in the 0-diagram.

 LEMMA 3. Where )' results from rplacing some parameter-occurrences
 of a in 4 by 0:

 {4}, {0, -iE(a), -iE(0)} - 4';

 { }, { -iE(a), -xE(0)} -* 4';

 {01'} {O /,-1E(a),.--E(0)} F q;

 { }. {'O /, E(a), E(0) } E " 0;
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 Proof. By induction on the construction of 4. QED

 Suppose that D is a consistent, -i-complete, O-normal* 0-diagram.
 The previous lemma allows the fact that 0o e D,(w-) to influence
 D,(w); for if 4' is formed from 4 by replacing each parameter-

 occurrence of each t such that -E(T) e D,(w-) by 0 then O0' E
 Di(w-)*, and so 0' e D,(w), even though we might have 4 0 D,(w).
 Furthermore, D is proper, by the argument used in x7 for the case in

 which '~ ,' or 'T' e lexy; but notice that we can't conclude that D is
 settled using only O-normality*.

 When W is a tree, let W' be a subtree of W with root w0 iff

 w0 e W' c W, for all w E W' wo _ w, and for any w, w' e W': if
 w _ u c w' then u e W'; let D be good iff for every term z, {w e W: E(r) e Do(w)} is a subtree of W.

 Suppose that D is a good O-normal*, consistent, complete* for T,
 symmetric 0-diagram for W. Let Uo = Var u T' and let:

 U, = {z e Uo: for some w E W, E(T) e Do(w));

 T ~ T' iff for some w E W, (T rt') e Do(w).

 Clearly dom(~) = U1. Furthermore, since D is complete* for "',
 ~ is transitive by Lemma a. 2. from x6 applied to B;". So ~ is an
 equivalence relation. Let:

 R = {(w-, w), (w, w-):we W };

 U = U, /~ = {[]:' e U, }, where [T] is the -~-class of z;

 O(w) = {[z]: E(c) Do(w)};

 1 ifP(o, .. .., , _~) e Do(w);

 9(p)(w,[T0[,...,[1_) 0 if -iP(to, ... , -._,) e D0(w); X(c) =- [c] for c e '";

 x(v) = [v] for v e Var;

 91 = (W, R, UC, 8, ,X).
 Firstly, we must show that if T x- z' then for every w e W, (r ~t ')
 Do(w). Since D is good and the intersection of subtrees of W is itself
 a subtree of W, {w: E(r), E(r') e Do(w)} is a subtree of W; let w0 be
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 its root. It suffices to show:

 if (z T0 z') e Do(wo) then for all w e W', (T r') e DI(w);

 if (T 9 T') e Do(w0) then for all w e W', (t t') e D1(w);

 This follows by induction on IwI - Iwol, using O-normality*,

 Axiom (14), and this theorem: {(z f T')}, {(T t')} -" O(z T T').
 Secondly, using the notation from x5, Lemma p. 4., we need to show

 that for all w e Wwith Iwl ;> 1:

 if Ox/' e Do(w) then (9I(<ww->, w-) k o[a' <ww->];

 if Oi' e DI(w) then (9'(" w->, w-) w" f[a'<"w-> ].

 Form / from 0 by replacing every parameter r in / other than

 v, ... , v,_, such that --E(r) e D,(w) by 0; form i/' from 0' by

 replacing every parameter z in /' such that -- E(r) e D, (w) by 0. For
 i < n, let:

 Z = if E(z,) e Do(w);

 0 if -E E(r) e D (w).

 Thus i/' is f(vo,., vv. /, . . ., -,_I). Notice that for i < 2:

 O1' e D,(w) iff O1' e D,(w)*,

 by Lemma 3. Let 6 be a '...l.
 Then:

 (9W-, w-) I Ifh[aw-] iff (9I('w-), W-) k q[&Ww-)] iff

 (%I''"-)1, w--) k o[a'('.'-1];

 (9w-, w-) W" lkr[&-] iff (9w'w-), w-) Ik" w,[aWW-)] iff

 (x'(wW-), w-) kw" x[xf''(WW-].

 Of 01' e Do(w), since D is symmetric, "' e Do(w-); by induction
 hypothesis (~"-, w-) V [4w-]; so by the preceding (W9I<w*->, w-)
 I,[0'(W'W >], as required. The second conditional follows similarly.

 LEMMA 4. If (F, A) is consistent then there is a good, O-normal*,
 complete* symmetric consistent 0-diagram D on a tree W so that F E

 Do(( )), A s D1(( )). Proof of this lemma shall require some work.
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 We'll construct D as the limit of the sequence (D"Y),, of good
 O-normal* complete* consistent diagrams on W" for L". Let K =
 card(fml(L)). For each n < o fix a name-array W" on (K -(n + 1))<w
 so that 0 e- 'o(( )) - C and for -1 < n < tw:

 n" _ V"g+'(( )); card('"+l(( )) - '") = K;
 where 9-' = C.

 Recall that 1" = w{W"(w): wE(K "(n + 1))'"}. Let:

 ," +* = L(Pred, 9"); so Lo = L.

 We'll have W" ( (K -(n + 1))<' and have D" be e" n W"-strict.
 The transition from D" to D"+' will occur in two big stages: first we

 work "towards the root ( )", expanding D" to a diagram J+' on
 W"; then we work "away from the root ( )", expanding D"+ and

 W" to D"+~ and W"+' _ (K *(n + 2))<'.
 We'll begin with a detailed overview of the construction of D+ and

 then carry out that construction. For w E Wn, let:

 W"+(w) = u{IW"(u):w _ u E W"}.

 L""+ = L(Pred, `"+ (w)).

 We'll construct D"+ with D"+ (w) g fml(Lw~"+) for all w e W, and
 meeting these three conditions:

 (a) for w E W" and c c'W"+(w): either E(c) e Do+(w) or
 - E(c) e D" (w);

 (b) D"+ is good.

 Notice that (a) alone will prevent D"+ from being W"-strict. The third
 condition will require some definitions. Let a term t be troublesome

 for w, z by n iff E(r) e D"+ (w*z) and - E(z) e D"' (w). For 4, , E
 fml (LW"+ ), let:

 ,,z = the result of replacing each parameter in 4 that is trouble-
 some for w, z by n with 0;
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 W = the result of existentially quantifying-out of i exactly those
 parameters troublesome for w, z by n.

 (c) for i < 2 and w*z e W":

 if O4 E D"+ (w*z)* then ,, c DP + (w);
 if q e DfJ+ (w*z) then 0(fW*) e DJ+ (w).

 By imposing (c) on Y'+ we'll make D symmetric.
 1Y+ shall itself be the limit of a sequence of diagrams <D",k >k<

 with D",0 = D". For w E W" let:

 W""(w)= W (w);

 L" k' I(w) = Wn,k(w) U ~ nk(W*Z): W*Z Wn

 Lwn,k = L(Pred, g"k(w)).

 For w c W", we'll have Dnk(w) E fml(Lwn"k), and the following:

 (a') for c e ~n.k(w), either E(c) e D"0,k or 7E(c) e DIk(

 (b') for w*z e W": if -- E(t) e Dnk(w*z) then I E(Tr) e
 DM.k+I(W);

 (c') for w*z e W":
 if O4 E DJ'k(w*z)* then ,, e Di',k+l(W);
 if 0/ e Di'k(w*z) then ( "wz) e DJik+I(W).

 Then (a') and (c') respectively will insure (a) and (c), and (b') will
 help insure (b).

 For each z < x we'll construct a diagram Dn,,k"; we'll take Dy.k to
 be the B;a-closure of DJykI,. that is, D",k = the minimal D' so that for
 all w e W and i < 2, DikK"(w) c D:(w) and for all 0 efml(L",nk):

 if Do(w), D'(w) - 4 then c e Do(w);

 if Do(w), D'(w) F" 0 then e D'(w).
 For each z ( K, W E W, and i < 2, we'll have:

 if z' < z then D"'P (w) _ Dkz(w);
 if z is a limit then D',k (w) = u {D1".' (w):z' < z};

 if z' < z and c e x,.k(W*z') then either E(c) e D",fk.(w)
 or -- E(c) e Dnk(w).

 We'll take Dy,k,x = D.k.
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 Finally, each Dn,k, Shall be the limit of the sequence (Dn,k~ ),<,,,
 where Dnk,0,0 = D",k,O, D,kz+ 1,0 = Dn,k,z,K, and where t is a limit:

 D,k, (w) = u { ',k,,'(W): t' < t}.

 Let:

 ?",k(w) = uI{",k(w*z'):z' < z4;

 Lwnkz = L(Pred, "Wnkz(w)).

 Fix (c,,k),, t<K to be a K-ordering without repetition of n",k(w*z) -
 W"nk(w). Let:

 Wn,k,t(w) = {Cn,k t:t, < t;

 Lwn,$kx,, = L(Pred, "Wnki(W) U "nk(w)).

 Letting Dn,k,t'" = D ' for t' ( t, we'll have:

 Di-' (w) g fml (Lw nkz,') u fml (L"wnk);

 if t' < t then Di"(w) E Di'(w);

 if t is a limit then Di '(w) = u(Di,"(w): t' < t}.

 (i) (Do '(w), Di '(w)) is consistent.

 Letting c,, = cwnk'z for t' < t we'll also insure the following:

 (ii) either E(c,,) e Do0'(w) or --E(c,,) e Di'(w);
 (iii) if -- E(c,,) E D,,k (w*z) then - E(c,,) e Di'(w).

 Furthermore for all 4, / e fml(LW"n"k~' ):

 (iv) if 04 e Dnk(w*z)* then Ow, e Di'(w);

 (v) if E e Din'k(W*Z) then ((w,') e Di-'(w).

 Note: where (ii) is satisfied, 0,, and wr"W may be computed from D-'.
 For c E "+ - 1", let u(c) be the minimal w so that c E W"+'(w).

 For c e u{": n < w} with w 5 u(c), let ind(w, c) = (no, ko, z, t),
 where:

 no = the least n so that c e x";

 ko = u(c)l - wI - 1;
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 so ko is the least k with c e "'x'k+I(W);

 z is the unique ordinal so that ce o' Okx(w*z); C isxcw"Okx-

 Notice that the possible values of ind(w, c) are well-ordered under the
 lexicographic ordering. Let c be troublesome for w, z by n, k, t
 iff -1E(c) e Di'(w), for some z'E(c) e D"ok(w*z'), and ind(c) <

 (n, k, z, t). For c = cw,"',k, we'll have:
 c is troublesome for w, z by n iff c is troublesome for

 w, z by n, k, t + 1.

 Furthermore if c as above is troublesome for w, z by n, k, t + 1 then
 we'll have associated c with (Ao, A,, Bo, B,), to be called the negative

 witness for (w, c), where Ai, B, _ fml(Lwnkz,') for i < 2, A0 9 A,,
 B0 - B,, and meeting the following conditions for any constant c' not occurring in Di'(w):

 (vi) for 4 e Ai, O~(v/c) Di'k(w*z)*;

 (vii) for e Bi, I(v/c) e Di'k(w*z);

 (viii) (Do0'(w) u {E(c')} u Ao, ,w(v/c') u O Bo'(v/c'),
 Di '(w) u {E(c')} u Al,w,(v/c') u OB,'"(v/c')) is
 inconsistent;

 where

 Ai,w,z,(v/c')= {,fw, (v/c'): 0,E A,},

 SOBw.z(v/c') = {O(,"wJZ(v/c'):0e Bi},
 and where v is a variable for which these substitutions make sense,

 and for which each free occurrence of v in 0 or 0 remains free in i/,,
 and '"v. Note: if (Ao, ... , B,) is as above, d occurs in it (i.e. in
 some member of A, or B,) and w 5 u(d) then ind(d) < ind(c) under
 the lexicographic ordering of indices. The point of (vi)-(viii) will
 become visible later. Suffice now to say that these conditions will

 require that we meet (ii) by putting E(c) into Do0'+ '(w), unless doing
 so will destroy consistency when combined with meeting conditions
 (iv) and (v).

 We'll now carry out the construction. By Theorem 3a, using A*

 from Lemma 2, there is a WO _ K`< and a W0-strict O-normal
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 consistent, complete for g diagram Do on Wx with F _ Dx(( )) and
 A u {-E(0)} _ D'(( )); O-normality makes Do a settled 0-diagram. Thus no member of Var u C will ever be troublesome for any w, z;

 furthermore DO is good. Let D'0,0',0 = Doxo = Do; so (ii), (iii), (vi), (vii)
 and (viii) are trivially satisfied by DO,O''0.

 We'll show that conditions (iv) and (v) are satisfied. For w*0 WO,
 0c- efml(LwO,,o,Oo) n Dx?,O(w*O)*, no parameter of 4 is troublesome for

 w, 0 by 0, 0, 0, since Do is settled; so 4w,o is 0. Let Y be a sequence of

 all parameters in 4 other than 0; so E,(Y) e Dgo,x(w*O). Since Do', is
 consistent, complete and O-normal, O(CIO & E,(Y)) e D',O(w). Using

 (SAS) or (WAS), as i is 0 or 1, and regarding ao is 0, q as '-_ I' and
 V u j u f = { }, we have 0({ }) = 4 e D'x,O(w); so condition (iv) is
 satisfied. For q/ efml(Lwo,OOO) n Dx'ox(w*O), 0wo is q as above; so as
 above O(Ow,o) e Do,O(w); so (v) is satisfied.

 Now suppose we have constructed Dnk""', as required by our
 preview of the construction, with t < K. Let D-' be D",k',' and Lw''

 be Lwnkz,'. For w E W" and i < 2 we must construct Di-'+~(w). Let c,
 be cwYkz ; by construction c, doesn't occur in Di '(w). Let:

 At = {4 efml(L*'): 4(v/c,) EDJ'('v*z)*};

 BI = { Efml(L'"'): w ,(v/c,) EDi(w*z)},
 where v is a variable for which these substitutions make sense. We'll

 consider two cases.

 CASE 1. -IE(c,) e Dn,k(w*z). Let:

 Do..'+' (w) = Do"'(w) u { O(w"~ (v/c,)) : ,E Bo);

 Di'+'(w) = Di'(w) u {--E(c,)} u
 { o(W,Z'(vlc,)): Ec B }.

 Conditions (ii), (iii) and (v) are satisfied. Since c, is not troublesome
 for w, z at n, k, t + 1, conditions (vi), (vii) and (viii) carry over from

 DO'. If c, occurs in O0(v/c,) e DM'k(w*z)*, since c, isn't 0, E(c,) e
 D",'k(w*z), contrary to assumption; so c, can't occur in such 04)(v/c,),

 i.e. v isn't free in 4. So suppose that 00 e Di',k(w*z)* r fml(Lw. . +I);
 then 4) Di'k(w*z)* n fml(Lw... '); using (iv) and our induction
 hypothesis, 0,, e Di'(w). So D.'.' satisfies (iv). We must check (i).
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 By Lemma 2, (Do'(w), Do0'(w) u {-iE(c)}) is consistent. If 0 e Bi,
 by Lemma 3, f(v/O) e Df'k(w*z). But i0(v/O) efml(L'W'); by induc-
 tion hypothesis, O('i/(v/O)" e Di '(w). Clearly O(~(l(v/0)"w) is

 (O(l/wz))(v/0) and 0(lrwz(v/c,)) is (O(l/w,z))(v/c,); so by Lemma 3,
 the consistency of (Do0'(w), Di '(w) u {- E(c,)}) yields the consis-
 tency of (Do .+'(w), D ''+' (w)), as desired.

 CASE 2. E(c,) e Dk(w*z). For i < 2, let:

 D,(w) = Di '(w) u. {w,.(v/c,): 4 e A} u
 t{ (O,"(v/c,))-:0c/ EB)}.

 If (150(w) u {E(c,)}, ),(w) u {E(c,)}) is consistent let that be
 (D '+ '(w), Di *'t+(w)). It's easy to see that conditions (i)-(v) are
 satisfied; since c is not troublesome for w, z at n, z, t + 1, so are
 (vi) - (viii).

 Suppose now that the previous pair is inconsistent. Then c will
 have to be troublesome for w, z by n, z, t + 1. Let:

 Do '+'(w)= D'..(w) u {fw,(v/O):4 e Aj} u
 { (3 v) ( ,")) : E Bx);

 Di'+'(w) = Dli'(w) u {nE(c,)} u
 ({w,(v/0):4 e A'} u {O(3v)(ewz): B EB},

 where v is as before. By syntactic compactness, fix finite sets Ai x A1 ,
 B, z BI for i < 2 so that A0 g A,, B0 - B, and the following is inconsistent:

 (D '(w) u {,,(v/c,): x Ao} u
 {O(,",'(v/c,):/ c Bo} u {fE(c,)},

 Di'(w) u {,.,(v/c,):,/E A, } u
 { O(/,"'(v/c,): 0 ec B,) u {E(c,)}).

 Since c, doesn't occur in Di'(w), (AO, A,, Bo, B,) satisfy (vi)-(viii);
 so let it be the negative witness for (w, c,).

 Suppose that O41' efml(Lw'+') n D',k(w*z)*; then 4' is 4(v/c,),
 relabelling bound variables if necessary, for e A,; also 0', is

 Ow, (v/O). Since :, e D" '+'(w), (iv) is satisfied. A similar argument
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 shows that (v) is satisfied. To show that (i) is satisfied, it will suffice to
 show:

 (ix) if 4 e Ao and I E Bo then: Do '(w), Di '(w) F 0,,(v/0) &
 o(3v) ( ,);

 (x) If 0 E A, and / E B, then: Do'(w), Di"t(w) F'" ,,z(v/0) &
 0 (3v)(xw"z).

 The point here is that given (ix) and (x), the consistency of D-'

 makes (Do'"'(w), Di'+'(w) - { -E(c,)}) consistent, using the fact

 that A0, Al, BO and B' are closed under '&'; since c, doesn't occur in the above pair, by Lemma 2, adding - E(c,) on the right doesn't
 destroy consistency.

 We'll now prove (x); here we use negative witnesses. Fix 4 e A,,
 B,. For j < o and i < 2 let:

 go = {c:ec occurs in A, u B, and c is troublesome for w, z
 by n, k, t};

 O' = {t#'(v/c,):"0' A,};
 8o' = E,};
 , = {1= '(v/c): c j, some (A0, A,, B0, 3,) is the negative

 witness for (c, w) and 4' E c,};

 = {1+'(v/c): c e , some (Ao, AJ, B0, B,) is the negative
 witness for (c, w) and ,' e Bf};

 ij+! = {c: coccurs in 49, u u +, and c is troublesome for w, z by n, k, t};

 S= u{.i:j < ao};

 iF, = u{fji:j < };

 '- = u~{~(':j < aw}.

 Clearly q/o c_ ,'q -O c -7. 4o is finite. So by induction all j, g and -7' are finite. By the remark following the statement of condition
 (viii):

 max{ind(w, c):c e- M } < max{ind(w, c):c ej},
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 interpreted in the lexicographic ordering of indices. So for sufficiently

 large j, .j, Y' and j' are empty; so 9, Y' and 9' are finite.
 In what follows, we seem forced to use the supposition that 'T' e

 lex,', in order to get into a position from which we can use (WAS).
 Let:

 = A{ To':' E 9 & As';

 0i= A{To/': E 90}& A8-.

 By easy manipulations of '0', '&' and 'T':

 0(0 & 4(v/c,)) e Dnk(w*z)*;

 & qi(v/c,) e D1k(w*z)

 Fix d = (do, . . . d,_,), I = (eo, . , e _,), f = (fo, . . , fr-,) to
 be sequences of constants so that:

 u u r = nParam(Q & 0);

 Su f =~ n Param(, & 0).

 Clearly any parameter of $, 4, t or I that's troublesome for w, z by
 n belongs to A. Fix ? = (To ... , T_) and 6 = (o, ... , a,,_) be
 sequences so that

 f u d = ((Param(^ & 0) u Param(/ & /I)) - 9) u {0};

 E(Tj) e Dok(w*z) for all j < 1;

 -1E(j) E D"k(W*z) for all j < m;

 where o0 is '0' and all zj and aj are distinct from v. Fix sequences of variables V, y and a all mutually disjoint, disjoint from {v}, ?f and 6,
 and so that for appropriate choices of x, x, and 7:

 S= d(i~d, A/e); k = ((V/J, Al/);

 = 0 (m/i, A/i0); 0, = ( /d, A/f) Let:

 * = (3v)(O( & ) & ( & &)&
 Es(Yg))(V/d , #/iF, 61 f);
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 Since 0* e DT',k(w*z), (:Q*W2) c ,k(w) by condition (v) and the
 induction hypothesis; this formula is:

 <(3Vu u ex)(3v)(O(0 & @) & (/ & 7) & E,(?)).
 By (WAS):

 v {o(f): c_ {v} v u V u u-} eDxk(w).
 Keep in mind that where F = {ro, -1, , 0(F) is

 (3,qo) (3,7,_,)(, & x)., & 0((x & V)r)).
 CLAIM. If F is non-empty then (D;'k(w), Dxk7(W) u ( '()}) is incon-
 sistent. Suppose F is non-empty and (D;'k(w), x,k(W) u {0(Y)}) is
 consistent. Let b = (b0, ... , b,_,) be a sequence of distinct constants

 not appearing in D '(w), , c, t or 7. Then:

 (*) (Do0'(w) u {E(b)}, Dit'(w) u {E(b)} u
 { & ),(1/E) & c((& & )(V/b'))})

 is also consistent. Where F' =

 let: {d,:v,c } u {e:uj EF} u {f:I :e },
 = ' u {v} if v -E ;
 {F' otherwise.

 Let c E 9 be of minimal index, i.e. for all c' e 9, ind(c') < ind(c).
 Let (A0, AO , B0, B,) be the negative witness for c. Then for any
 c' e - occurring in A~ u B1, ind(c') < ind(c); so c' 09; so the
 variable corresponding to c' doesn't belong to 9. Let:

 A2 = TA0 U A,;B2 = TBO u B1.

 Let x be: v, if c is dj, py if c is ej, and e if c is fj. Then:

 A AJ2(/c) is a conjunct of 4;

 A BF2(/c) is a conjunct of i.

 Suppose A A2(2/c) is 6( /I, /i/d ) and A BJ( /c) is A(A/e, g/ ); then
 3 is a conjunct of x and 1 is a conjunct of 7. Let:

 6' = the result of replacing in 6 each free occurrence of
 each vi and pi other than x by 0;
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 then 6' is a conjunct of ( & )s. Let b be bi where x is ni for i < s.
 Then 6'(x/b) is a conjunct of ( & ~),(i/b). Let:

 1' = the result of existentially quantifying-out of 2 all
 free occurrences of each Mi and ei other than r.

 Then by easy manipulation of 'O' and '&':

 { }, {ot((# & 5)Y(QUb)} F" A'('/b).

 So by (*):

 (DO '(w) u E(b)}, Di '(w) u {E(b), "'(x/b), OX'(x/b)})
 is consistent. But:

 A TAo,wz(/b) & A A,,x,(x/b) is 6'(x/b);

 { }, {O2'(x/b)} W" A TBo"(~/b)& ABlz(x/b).
 So:

 (Do '(w) u {E(b)} u Aowx(uIb) u Bow'(/b),

 Di '(w) u {E(b)} .u A,,(x/b) u 'wz(xIb))
 is consistent. This contradicts (viii) and the choice of (A,A, A,, , B),
 and establishes our claim.

 That claim now yields: D",(w), D",k(w) - O({ }). Clearly (7 & x)j

 is 9xl & 1), and 1 ) is 40,,(v/O). Furthermore 0(( & ) is O(3' u )(3v)(l & i), and:

 { }, { 0(( & ) & ) F O(3v)(3' u ),

 and (3' u is ,W"'. Thus:

 Do '(w), Di '(w) F" 0,,,(v/O) & 0(3v)(1O,),

 as claimed in (x). By straightforward manipulation of 'T', we obtain
 (ix) from (x). Thus (i) has been established, and D. 'I' is as required.

 The rest of the construction of Dy.k* + , and then DL.k+1, and finally
 D"+, is as described in the preview. Condition (iii) on D","',' makes

 sure that D/" satisfied condition (b).
 We'll now construct W"x' and D"+' on W"+', so as to be consist-

 ent, O-normal*, good and complete* for Wn"'.
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 Form D1Yo'(( )) c DxI'(( )) c fml(L< >"+q,0) so that D'+ (( ))
 c Dix'(( )) for i < 2 and (D"~'(( )), D"+'(( ))) is consistent and
 -i-complete and 3-complete for L< >~+ 'o, This is by the usual Henkin

 construction. Let Wo~' = {( )}.

 Now suppose that W~'+l = W"`+' r {w e (K . (n + 2))<'": I wl m}
 has been defined, and that for all w E W,"+', Di''(w) for i < 2 have

 been defined. Fix w e W,"+' with Iwl = m.
 Suppose that w e W" and w*z e W". For i < 2, let:

 ODn+I )- (w*z) = Dxn+(w*z) u [O-(Di,+l(w)*).

 CLAIM. (Dx+'I)- (w*z), D"+')-- (w*z)) is consistent.

 Suppose not. By syntactic compactness there are finite sets E, _
 Di'+ (w*z) and F _ 0-'i(Dix''(w)*) so that Eo0 E,, F0 q F,, and (Eo u FO, E, u F,) is inconsistent. Let:

 0 = ATEo& E,; = A TFo & ^ F.

 Then ({ }, {4, ir}) is inconsistent. Clearly 0(I"x) e DO-i'(w) and
 04) DiD ' (w)*, by straightforward manipulations of 'o', 'T' and '&';
 also:

 { }, {o0, o (g " )} - F o( & o ).
 Butt ({ }, {4, ~ }) is also inconsistent, since it's exactly the terms
 troublesome for w, z by n that are quantified-out of 0 in forming iO/,

 and none of these occur in 4. Thus ({ }, ({0, O(x,wz)}) is inconsist-
 ent, contrary to the consistency of (D"xx'(w), DL+ '(w)).

 Let:

 = {c: ce x C"+ (w) - _"(w), u(c) is incompatible with w*z
 and - E(c) E D( (w)};

 S "'+' = {c:c e g",+'(w) - n+ (w) and E(c) E D~+(w)}.
 No member of 9 u w ur"~' occurs in D"('l)- (w*z). So by Lemma 2:

 (D"+')- (w*z), D("+')- (w*z) u
 {-- E(c): c , ,u "+' })

 is consistent. Let (Do+1' (w*z), D~+' (w*z)) be the result of expanding
 the above pair to be consistent, ---complete and 3-complete for
 L w*z,n + I,o
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 If for some 4 we have -1 O- eD) + (w)* - D?(w)*, then we must
 put new successors of w into W,,". Where (K,),<,, is a listing of such
 0, let:

 D~')- (w*(K (n + 1) + z)) = O '-(Dl+'(w)*) ( {- };

 0 (D'(w)*) u,{-Iz}
 D"+')- (w*(K (n + I) + z)) = if- e D l+'(w)*;

 o- (DgO' '(w)*) otherwise.

 As usual:

 (D"+')-(w*(K (n + 1) + z)),
 Do +)-(w*(K *(n + 1) + z)) u ({-E(c):ce e c- })

 is consistent. We expand this to:

 (D"'+(w*(K (n + 1) + z)), D"+'(w*(K (n + 1) + z))

 as usual; obviously w*(K (n + 1) + z) is put into W,~f .
 If w 0 W" and for some 4, --O1 e D"+'(w)* then for all z < K and

 n' ( n + 1 we put w*(K - n' + z) into W,'+ and construct

 (Dxo' (w*z), D",'" (w*z)); the construction is like that just described for
 w*(K." (n + 1) + z).

 Letting W"+' = u{ W,"': m < o}, we have D"Y' on W"+' so as to
 be complete*, O-normal* and consistent. Our use of 4,n and yO"I'
 insures that D"!' is good.

 Where W = u{W": n < o}, let D,(w) = uf{D(w): n < o} for
 w e W and i < 2. It's easy to see that D is as desired. Theorem 5

 follows for B`" from Lemma 4. To prove Theorem 5 for B_, we replace B;" by BA throughout the previous discussion, and reflexivize
 the final model.

 Can we define a sound and complete formalization of B;" or Bx
 when L is Ll,, or L,.,,? Since the sole use of 'T' in (WAS) was in the
 construction of E,(J), and this could be done with '<,' alone, it

 might seem as if B-"(L,,) and B'(L,,,) would be such formalizations.
 However I can't see how to prove this. Nor do I have a plausible

 candidate for a B;x-valid or weakly B;x-valid sequent in L,,, that is
 not a theorem or, respectively, a weak theorem of B,"(L,,,).
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